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Drugs Affect Body in Different Ways

Abstract
Various sorts of medications influence your body in an unexpected way. They can have present moment and long haul impacts, which can be both physical and mental. You 
may figure drugs will not turn into an issue since you are just an easy going client. Medication use can rapidly begin to influence your wellbeing and different parts of life. .
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Various sorts of medications influence your body in an unexpected way, and 
the impacts related with medications can shift from one individual to another. 
How a medication impacts an individual is reliant upon an assortment of 
components including body size, general wellbeing, the sum and strength of 
the medication, and whether some other medications are in the framework 
simultaneously [1]. It is imperative to recall that illicit medications are not 
controlled substances, and thusly the quality and strength may vary starting 
with one cluster then onto the next. 

Medications can have present moment and long haul impacts. These impacts 
can be physical and mental, and can incorporate reliance. You may act in 
an unexpected way, feel contrastingly and think distinctively on the off 
chance that you have ingested medications. What's more, you may battle 
to control your activities and musings. You may start to utilize drugs without 
contemplating any damage to your body. You may figure drugs will not turn 
into an issue since you are just an easygoing client. The more you take a 
medication, the almost certain you are to develop a resilience to its belongings 
[2]. This can prompt the need to take bigger dosages to acquire the impacts 
of the medication. Thus, proof proposes that after delayed use, numerous 
medications can cause reliance [3]. Medication reliance can rapidly start to 
influence your mental and actual wellbeing, and can likewise influence your 
work and public activity [4].It is essential to recollect that there is no protected 
degree of medication use. Be cautious when taking any sort of medication.

Physical harms from drug use

Drug use can affect short and long-term health outcomes. Some of these 
health outcomes can be serious, and possibly irreversible.

Drug use can lead to risky or out of character behavior. When affected by 
drugs

• You are more likely to have an accident (at home, in a car, or wherever you 
are). 

• You may be vulnerable to sexual assault or you may engage in unprotected 
sex. Either of these could lead to pregnancy and sexually transmitted 
infection.

• You could commit a sexual assault or other violent act.

• You may find it hard to sleep, think, reason, remember and solve problems.

Drug use can also result in long-term health outcomes that include

• harm to organs and frameworks in your body, like your throat, stomach, 
lungs, liver, pancreas, heart, mind, sensory system 

• cancer, (for example, cellular breakdown in the lungs from breathing in 
drugs) 

• infectious illness, from shared infusing gear and expanded frequency of 
hazard taking practices 

• infectious illness, from shared infusing gear and expanded frequency of 
hazard taking practices 

• acne, or skin injuries if the medication you are taking makes you pick or 
scratch at your skin 

• needle checks and fell veins, in the event that you infuse consistently 

• baldness 

• male design hair development in ladies, like beard growth

Conclusion
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